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Very Dear Friends!
Since May 2019, you have received the monthly letter of OVM from the pen of the Director
General of the Voluntas Dei Institute. During the months that followed, we made a pilgrimage
together into the different regions/districts of the Institute by recalling the main lines of the
history of the foundation of the Institute in each of these parts of the world.
This month, we continue our journey, this time, in the region of Cuba. In the beginning, the
Oblates were already present in Cuba and knew Father Yvan Bergeron, priest of the Foreign
Missions who, from 1977, was interested in the Voluntas Dei Institute. He knew couples and
young men interested in living their commitments according to this new formula of consecrated
life. The political regime installed in Cuba, moreover, required an almost compulsory discretion
concerning the religious commitment of the people. This new mode of consecrated life favoured
not only discretion but also the insertion of secular consecration in the midst of a society that
claimed to be completely secular.
Father Yvan Bergeron therefore became the first Director of the District in Formation of Cuba
until July 2, 1980. He was supported in his work by Father Bruno Roccaro, Yvan Potvin, and
three oblates. Michel Laroche I.V.Dei and Marcel Forest I.V.Dei made visits to ensure that the
persons involved understood well the nature of a secular institute in comparison to other
ecclesial movements or forms of consecrated life. They highlighted particularly the importance
of the spirituality of the 5-5-5 and of the presence of the Institute in the Church as a leaven in the
dough.
In 1980, Father Parent met Bishop Pedro Meurice, Archbishop of Santiago, along with Father
Yvan Bergeron. This meeting was beneficial for the young foundation, hence the importance of
meeting the bishops to raise awareness concerning the Institute. The presence of couples was
particularly stimulating. These couples formed to commitment by Fathers Laroche and Forest,
with the participation of Fr. Yvan, quickly became the pillars of the Institute in this Cuban
foundation. Soon, seminarians and celibate laymen joined them.
Unfortunately, five years after this first foundation, the government, having heard of the
presence of the Institute in Cuba, and fearing the formation of religious and solidarity unions as
they existed in Poland at the time, decided to consider this foundation as illegal. Marcel and
Michel were considered as spies. The Bishops kept silent and the State demanded the immediate
dissolution of the foundation with forbiddance of making rallies.

The members showed a great deal of resilience in the face of this ordeal and gave a testimony of
peace, solidarity and trust. However, at the beginning of 1993, the Institute was brought back to
life again through a member who had managed to remain anonymous to the State and who was
ordained to priesthood by the Archbishop of Havana. He went to work in the southern part of
Cuba accompanied by two other celibate members.
Today, the Institute in Cuba comprises three priests, two celibate laymen, three new seminarians
and two couples.
Let’s be united in prayer for the progress of this region, for the vocations to be found there, and
let us give generously for their numerous material and spiritual needs.

James Dunstan I.V.Dei

Director General

Project : CUBA
As you have seen above, the Cuba Region is slowly but surely progressing in the enlargement of
its membership. The challenge for members, in this region as elsewhere, is to facilitate access to
formation sessions. Indeed, the members live dispersed on the island; they have long distances
to travel to reach each other. Transport costs are not given, as well as the material to assist with
formation.
The economy of this country is low, and our members need to travel to experience opportunities
for resourceful meetings and for formation together; it is vital for the proper functioning of the
teams and for the progress of each person.
Your donations this month will be used to facilitate the transportation of members to participate
in the gatherings necessary for the life of the Institute in this country.
Once again, we wish to express our gratitude to you for your generosity, and, be assured of our
sustained prayer.

James Dunstan I.V.Dei
Director General

